Before God Said “No,” He said “Yes:” Making Sense of Catholic Morality
In 2000, a little movie came out called “Memento.” Do you remember it? Starring Guy
Pierce and Carrie-Ann Moss (of “The Matrix” fame), it is a fascinating movie about a
man with short-term memory loss who is trying to avenge the death of his wife. Because
of his condition, he can only complete his mission by leaving himself notes and tattooed
clues on his body that keep him moving in the right direction each time he forgets and
has to start over again. The wild thing about this movie is its narrative structure: it begins
at one point, and then gradually introduces the small sequences leading up to the opening
moment. By the end of the movie we, the audience, realize the horror of the situation, and
how our so-called protagonist manipulated himself to do some pretty awful stuff.
We can draw a number of parallels between “Memento” and mankind’s relationship to
the subject of morality. For one, we are on a mission: to live moral lives, to live well and
do well. We fulfill our mission using our conscience, our set of “notes and tattoos.” We
also suffer from short-term memory loss—short-term moral memory loss—because of
Original Sin. That first sin of Adam, passed down to all in every generation, obscures our
mission and challenges our ability to think and act rightly. For example, take this
beautiful piece of art:

Let’s say that you have the ability to recreate this painting, exactly as you see it. When I
ask you to do so, however, you make this:

This is the effect that sin has on us, to distort and confuse what once worked as designed.
Now, our consciences more closely resemble the main character from “Memento,”
fragmented and disconnected from the beginning of our story.

We Catholics have an intense moral system. There is a lot to it that feels hard to accept,
hard to live out, and hard to defend. Doesn’t it? This is, in large part, because part of the
cross we all bear is a conscience in need of some serious rehabilitation. Our conscience is
a vital tool for understanding morality and living a moral life. We need to work on
making and keeping it strong and healthy.
The reality about Catholic morality is that is physical therapy for the soul. It is not meant
to be a stone around our heart, drowning us in a culture of “no.” The truth is precisely
opposite: catholic morality strengthens us in a culture of “yes” to what truly sets us free
and makes us happy. The purpose of morality is to reconnect the fragments of our
conscience to each other and—most important—to the source of our conscience.

In order to put these elements together—reconnecting our fragmented consciences and
understanding and embracing morality as a culture of “yes”—and begin our
rehabilitation, we must start with a plan. Here is ours!
The first step is to identify our goals. Our goals? To develop a well-formed conscience,
and to embrace a moral culture of “yes.” The second step is to know the tools you have
and consult them frequently. Third step is to know your supports, and incorporate them
daily.
Before we dive in to each part of our plan, I want to emphasize that this plan and our
goals are life-long ones. No one is expected to master moral living and have a perfectly
working conscience this time next year—or next decade, even! It is a journey that we
take individually, but also together. Every step forward we take is a victory for all of us,
and the only fatal mistake you can make is the one where you choose to stop trying. As
St. John Vianney said, “The saints did not all begin well, but they ended well.”
Are you ready?
Ok! Let’s start with our first goal: developing a well-formed conscience. First of all,
what is your conscience? Your conscience judges the rightness or wrongness of a thing (it
can be a thought, action, or any lack thereof) in light of moral law. That part right there,
“in light of moral law,” is usually what trips people up. Many think conscience is their
own personal set of moral laws, and things are judged against their own bubble of
morality. But this understanding of conscience misses two crucial elements for
conscience to work properly. One, that it is a function of our mind and not our heart. We
know something is right or wrong, we don’t feel like it is or not. Our feelings can indicate
a sense of where the mind should be at, but only when our minds and hearts are working
with each other, not against each other. With a fragmented conscience, you can bet our
heads and hearts are working against each other! The second missing element is a moral
law that originates apart from us.
Why does this matter? Because the source of, and reason for, our conscience is God. I
can never emphasize enough how life changing it is to consider what it means in Genesis
2:23 when God said, “Let us make mankind in our image, and according to our likeness.”
We are created to be like Him, to share in His loving communion, goodness, and glory.
God is three-in-one: Father, Son, and Holy Spirit; eternally knowing, loving, and acting
with each other as one. The Father eternally knows, loves, and speaks with the Son and
the Holy Spirit, who do likewise with the Father and each other. Our conscience is like
our intellectual ability to tap into the communal knowing and speaking-with of the Holy
Trinity, and to participate in that relationship with them. As God uses His personal
relationship to create and communicate with His creation, so we too imitate God’s
likeness when, using our conscience well, we work with the rest of creation within the
bounds of moral law. This is the purpose of our conscience: to identify ways of saying
“yes” to imitating God, to live according to His “image and likeness.”

The next things we need to know is: how does a well-formed conscience work? There are
four traits of a well-formed conscience. The first is that the person knows the moral law.
This includes both natural law and divine law. Natural law descends from divine law, but
you don’t need to specifically know divine law or accept it to recognize natural law. For
example, someone may choose not to recognize the 10 commandments, which is divine
law, but he or she can still believe that killing an innocent person is wrong. That being
said, a well-formed conscience seeks past natural law to its source, and is mindful of
divine law. The good news is that you don’t need a law degree for divine moral law!
Divine moral law, as we’ll get to later, is objectively a simple “yes:” first to God, then to
imitating Him with our neighbor.
Back to the traits of a well-formed conscience. The second trait is choice. You choose to
use moral law—God’s moral law—as your criteria for judgment. The third trait is
categorizing, to the best of your ability, the moral character of a thing in light of God’s
moral law.
What do I mean by the moral character of a thing? Every object—be it a thought, word,
action, human, piece of furniture, whatever—has built into it a moral character of good,
bad, or neutral. This is called its objective moral character. Then there is an object’s
subjective moral character: it’s character within a specific context. An object with an
objectively good moral character is anything created by God: us, animals, the land, and
so on. An objectively good moral character can become bad; a soul can be corrupted. An
object that is objectively neutral is neither good nor bad, like a chair. The context that the
chair finds itself in, however, can make its subjective moral character either good or bad.
If the chair is used for sitting and resting, it is good! If the chair is used to beat someone
to death with, then it’s bad. Objects can also be, by their very nature, morally bad.
Stealing is a perfect example. Stealing, can never be good. There is no situation, no
context, where bad is made good; less bad, maybe, depending on the situation, but it
remains fundamentally bad.
The final trait of a well-formed conscience is that when in doubt, it seeks advice from a
proper advisor. We’ll explore this more a bit later.
Now that we have a good grasp of our first goal, developing a well-formed conscience,
and what that means, let’s move on to the second step of our plan: knowing our tools
and preparing to use them frequently.
God could have dropped the 10 commandments down to Moses from the roiling clouds
and said, “See ya later, I’m done here!” Thankfully he didn’t, because he is awesome like
that, but neither should we approach Catholic morality with a sense of isolation and the
necessity of having to figure everything out on our own. God does not expect us to save
ourselves. Rather, He gives us toolkits full of goodies to
guide us back to saying “yes” to him.
Our primary toolkit, the one we should always start with, is
Christ and Scripture.

God—Father, Son, and Holy Spirit in perfect communication and communion—created
us, so only God can repair our brokenness. Jesus tells us that he is “the way, the truth, and
the life.” Notice that he does not say “my words are…” or “my example to you is…” but
“I am the way…” We are meant—our salvation is meant—to go through the very person
of Jesus. More accurately, we must become one with him as we go through our lives!
This is great news for those who happened to be alive when the Word was made Flesh,
but what about all of us who live after Jesus’ death, or died before his birth? Hence, the
gift of Holy Scripture.
Scripture is the written record of God’s active involvement in our creation, life, and
redemption. By man’s hand, in cooperation with the Holy Spirit’s inspiration, Scripture
gives us access to the Divine life and mystery. It also keeps fresh our historic cycle of
response to God. The cycle goes something like this: union with God!; reject God!; reap
terrible consequences!; wailing and gnashing of teeth!; repent!;
reunite with God!; repeat.
The first part of Scripture, the Old Testament, prepares us for
Christ; to know him and have a basic moral foundation in place
ready to imitate him. Morality in the OT has a bit of a wild ride. It
begins with vengeance: an extreme negative response to someone else’s action. Abel
gave God his best where Cain chose to keep his best for himself and give God some of
the extras. Cain didn’t like being called out on his laziness, so he kills his brother.
Lamech confesses to his wives that he killed a man who, at worst, threw a punch at him.
Extreme! This is also why the prominent feature of OT morality is the movement toward
justice. Conscience formation during this period is rigid and largely negative, because it
is correcting a rigidly extreme and negative sense of retribution. Lots of rules, lots of
“thou shall nots.” It’s cumbersome, but God knows us. He knows that our fractured
conscience tends toward extremes, and understands the narrowness of “no” is far easier
for us than the freedom of “yes.” “No” makes a neat little box for us to secure ourselves
and keep others out. Negative conscience formation allowed justice to flourish among
God’s people. It trained Israel to think and act justly; to consider one’s actions in light of
its effect on another—moving man closer to thinking of others as him-or-her self.
We also see throughout the OT the seeds of what is to come. God continues to forgive
His wayward people. The prophets announce, again and again, a singular act of love
unlike anything the world has seen. This directs us to the fulfillment of the moral law that
is to come, because while God is just, He is also more. And because He is more, so we
are destined to be—to think, and to act.
Christ and the fulfillment of the law are revealed in the NT. It’s safe to say that many of
the Jewish faithful were not impressed. To the pious Jew, the Messiah was going to be a
mighty, earthly king. Descended from David, the Messiah was going to unite Israel once
and for all, destroy all of her enemies, and rule in peace. Imagine, then, how Jesus

seemed: he never raised a weapon, he caused division among the faithful, and ended up
broken and bloody; dying a humiliating death on the cross.
Where is the justice in this? By man’s reckoning, nowhere. That is as it should be,
because as we know from the OT, man cannot be just on his own. We take our instruction
from God who is perfectly just. Christ, by his life, death, and resurrection, makes plain
that perfect justice, its fulfillment, is found in mercy. From the seeds planted in the OT
and Christ himself, mercy is defined in this way: giving what cannot or will not be
returned to you. God constantly forgives Israel for rejecting him, rather than wiping them
of the face of the earth. Jesus heals the sick, of who can do nothing for him. He died for
us in a way that we can never repay as Jesus deserves. But that is the point of mercy: it’s
about the gift, what you do for another.
Christ teaches us in the NT how to be just and merciful: justice to God through mercy
toward our neighbor. This is the foundation of the moral culture of “yes,” and revealed
especially in the Two Great Commandments and the Beatitudes.
According to Jesus in Luke 10:27, the Two Great Commandments are “You shall love
the Lord your God with all your heart, and with all your soul, and with all your strength,
and with all your mind; and your neighbor as yourself.” It’s interesting that Jesus puts the
first command to us as he does: “You shall love the Lord your God with all your heart,
and with all your soul, and with all your strength, and with all your mind…” This is not
the first time that God’s faithful have heard this particular phrase. All the way back when
Moses first received God’s 10 commandments, the first thing Moses tells the waiting
crowds is: “You shall love the Lord your God with all your heart, and with all your soul,
and with all your strength, and with all your might (Deut 6:5).” It’s possible that by
recalling the 1st commandment exactly as Moses gave it to Israel, Jesus is gently rebuking
the faithful for losing sight and clarity of our #1 priority, but his intent becomes more
clear with the addition of the 2nd great command: “and your neighbor as yourself.” What
Jesus is saying is this: when you love God first and completely, you will have the heart,
the soul, the strength, and the mind to love your neighbor because you see them—and
yourself—as God does.
Still, we struggle (as the people of the NT did) with the meaning of “love your neighbor.”
And today, in a special way, we struggle with the command to love “as we love
ourselves.” How can we love, I mean truly love, others if we can’t even love our own
self? Jesus doesn’t offer a quick and easy answer, but a true and consistent one: root
yourself in God, give to others without expecting any return, and you will be filled. This
pervades the Beatitudes, which encourages us to say “yes” to mercy in ways that fulfill
the demands of justice, not circumvent or harm it.
The last thing that Christ does for us, and Scripture records for us, is bestow the
next toolkit on us, along with a significant support system. This secondary toolkit has
the sacred purpose of inheriting, protecting, and acting as the repository for Jesus and
Holy Scripture. It is the Catholic Church.

The Catholic Church has never been about a building, or a collection of structures. The
Church is a community of people, centered on one Person: Jesus Christ, God the Son
made flesh. Jesus founded his church on one man, Peter. Peter became “the rock,” the
foundation for the Catholic Church. Peter, by the power of Christ, was united to Jesus in
such a way that through Peter and the community he builds, Jesus remains alive and fully
present in the world. Jesus entrusted Peter with the responsibility, the power, and the
authority to act and teach in Jesus’ name, and to appoint those who would share in that
mission like Peter’s fellow Apostles and disciples. The line of inheritance, called
apostolic succession, continues unbroken from then to now, and because of this unity
with Christ, the Church has sole authority to interpret Scripture as God intends, promote
the full and authentic moral law, and guide the faithful in good conscience formation.
Have you ever heard anyone make reference to Church “tradition?” Tradition and
Scripture are the twin pillars of the Church. Often a source of criticism for non-Catholics,
Church Tradition is intimately tied to Scripture. The founding Tradition of our faith,
bestowed by Jesus, is preserved in Scripture, and Scripture in turn is used to perpetuate
Tradition throughout the ages. Not to create new tradition, but only to reveal and clarify
what was already given in full. The function of Tradition protects and promulgates God’s
objective truth, and explains how to form your conscience in light of that truth and live
morally.
The writings of the Church Fathers and Doctors of the Church are primary sources for
this. The Church Fathers generally lived before 800 AD (most of them living before 500
AD) and played pivotal roles in shaping the best way to understand and live out the Two
Great Commandments, the Beatitudes, and reading the 10 Commandments in a positive
light. If you want to really dig into understanding morality, spend time with the likes of
Ss. Jerome, Irenaeus, Augustine, Gregory the Great, John Chrysostom, Catherine of
Siena, and Theresa of Avila. NewAdvent.org has an incredible collection of writings

from the Fathers, Doctors, and other Christian luminaries. If you haven’t checked it out, I
really recommend you do!
Of equal value and varying degrees of user-friendliness are the numerous Ecumenical
Councils, official Church catechisms, and papal writings. Whether clearing up specific
issues of doctrine, like the divinity and humanity of Jesus, or encouraging right forms of
behavior, these documents share the same principles found in the Fathers and Doctors of
the Church; principles that are harmonious with the truths of the Faith as revealed in
Scripture and, to a certain extent, knowable by our natural reason.
While I encourage you to read all of these wonderful sources, I know not everyone can or
wants to go through all that. I’m a professed Church-nerd and I still haven’t scratched the
surface of everything out there! So I’m going to give you one thing to focus on that
covers about 90% of moral and conscience formation contained in the entire Church
repository: building virtue through good habits.
A habit is the effect of repeated action. If you set your alarm for 6 AM every day,
eventually your body will wake itself up at 6, regardless of the alarm. A virtue is a habit
that is essentially good: its objective moral character is good! And because it is by nature
good, that means that it is a part of, and participates in, God Himself. The Church breaks
down two major groups of virtue: theological virtue and cardinal virtue. Let’s look at the
theological virtues first.
The theological virtues are three: faith, hope, and charity. Hebrews 11 opens with a
simple definition of faith: “the assurance of things hoped for, the conviction of things not
seen.” To have faith means that we trust that God’s love for us is steadfast and will never
fail. We trust Jesus when he says, “I am in the Father and the Father is in me.” We trust
that the Church holds and teaches the authentic truths of God, and offers us Christ
Himself in the Holy Eucharist. Hope is the desire to obtain true happiness, which
ultimately is found in union with God. This is precisely what God promises us: reunion
with him, a savior who is our way back to God, and the guidance and grace of the Holy
Spirit to strengthen and support us. We hope in these things, and have faith that these
things are actually in motion. Charity, arguably the greatest of the three, is love in its
most pure and simple sense. It is a love that desires only good things for another.
Sounds simple, right? How many of you would say that you love God? Why do you love
Him? The tricky thing about charity is that it is completely “other” focused, completely
giving. It’s easy to say you love someone, but how often do you really think about why
you love him or her? What is it that you love: the person (or God), or what that person (or
God) does for you? Charity is an exercise in taking your self out of the equation, of
experiencing a radical, divine empathy. And whether it is well stated or not, the
theological virtue of charity upholds many, if not most, of the moral positions that the
Church holds. Marriage, same-sex relationships, divorce, the death penalty, economic
reforms, and preferential treatment for the poor: all deeply rooted in charity.

Working closely with the theological virtues are the four cardinal virtues: justice,
prudence, temperance, and fortitude. These virtues are called “cardinal” because they are
like a compass, directing us toward God and moral living.

Let’s start with the easiest one to define: fortitude.
Fortitude is courage in the face of difficulty. It doesn’t mean never being afraid, or
jumping at every chance to do something dangerous. But when life throws us a curveball,
or we find what we know to be true is not popular, fortitude keeps us doing what we
know is the right thing—the good thing—to do.
Temperance moderates our thoughts and actions: “not too hot, not too cold, but just
right.” Temperance stops us from eating or drinking too much. It reminds us that sleep is
more important than that next level of Candy Crush. It even, if we let it, is that voice
telling us to think less negatively about our self and others; to instead seek what is good.
Prudence is the mental process where we correctly discern what helps us move closer to
God or farther away from Him.
Finally, we have justice. This is a tough one. Most of the time, you say the word “justice”
and one of two things will pop into your head: “eye for an eye” or “equality.” “Eye for an
eye” kind of worked for a while, but we mentioned already that OT justice was not
cutting it. It’s a very “no” statement: don’t take from me or I will take right back. Not
only is this negative, but its also scary. It creates a negative, fearful relationship with
doing what is good and right—“ I have to be good or something equally bad is going to
happen to me!” What an awful way to live! This is exactly what God does not want from
us, or for us. Yet compared to the modern pairing of justice with “equality,” the “eye for
an eye” bit is actually not terrible. Why? Because where “eye for an eye” can be
considered incomplete theology, modern “equality” as a measure of justice straight up
rejects theology. God is no longer a consideration. That is because the world defines

equality as “homogeny:” exact same-ness. Justice, by the world’s standards, demands
uniformity and conformity. This is not how a cardinal virtue works.
Authentic justice concerns itself with establishing a clear path for you and neighbor to
live out our created purpose and ultimate goal: reunion and eternal happiness with God.
Justice is relational. It considers how we should act in relation to others: its impact on
them and how it either positively or negatively affects their own movement toward God.
If you are going to put it in tweetable terms, justice is not equality but equal opportunity
to know, love, and serve God in this life for eternal happiness with him in the next.
What lies at the heart of the cardinal and theological virtues are that they are all good
habits done with one purpose: grow closer to God and His creation. You can be prudent
without it being a virtue; ask any criminal who has escaped getting caught. You can be
self-controlled, but if it is only for your own worldly gain then you are wasting your time.
Two small, fun things about the cardinal virtues before moving on. First, stand up and
stretch your arms straight out, making your body like a “t” or a cross. An easy way to
remember the cardinal virtues is this: prudence is your head, where you recognize what
moves you to or away from God. Justice is your chest, the “seat” of your soul. Your feet
are fortitude, for it takes courage to take a step in the right direction. Finally, your arms
are temperance, because they either embrace what is good or push away what is not.
Secondly, do you remember the 1st commandment as Moses said it and Jesus repeated:
“You shall love the Lord your God with all your heart, and with all your soul, and with
all your strength, and with all your mind?” The cardinal virtues fit nicely in with this as
well: fortitude, the courage of your heart; justice, your soul; temperance, your strength to
say “yes” to what is good and “no” to what is not; and prudence, your mind. So you see,
the cardinal virtues are already written in our bodies, and naturally fulfill the 1st
commandment!
Now let’s move on to the next step in our plan: knowing our supports and
incorporating them daily. The Church, as our secondary toolkit, doesn’t just give us the
pieces of our fragmented consciences back to us in a neat pile for reassembly. She also
supports us with every piece we put back in place. Even when we get frustrated and make
a mess of things again, the Church is always there with her arms open, supports ready. If
we are sincere about forming our consciences well and moving toward a moral culture of
“yes,” then we need to use the following supports as often as possible; daily, hourly, or
even every five minutes if that is what it takes!
Support #1: the Sacraments. The sacraments are lifelines to that mysteriously perfect
communion of Persons: Father, Son, and Holy Spirit. If you feel far from God, go to
Mass as many days of the week as you can! God is literally there, waiting for you! If
obligations truly make daily Mass a difficulty, learn and recite the Spiritual Act of
Communion prayer. Say it before you eat lunch! If you are stressed, or tired, or sick, or
have kids, or want kids, or whatever, call on the graces of your Baptism and
Confirmation to give you strength, or patience, or a really good cup of coffee! The very

act of asking God, of talking to God, of recalling what He has put in you is incredibly
powerful. If you are married, the same thing applies, as it also does for priests.
Above all, if you are trying to fight sin, stop fighting the confessional. My daughter
recently received her first sacraments, and she was initially terrified of confession—of
admitting her weaknesses to an actual person that is not her parent! She—like most of
us—fears her weaknesses. We fear admitting them to others, let alone our self. And so
what I passed on to her, and pass on to everyone, is this truth: Jesus waits for us in the
confessional. He waits not to yell at us or punish us, but to forgive us and have us closer
to him again. This is why it’s called the Sacrament of Reconciliation—we go to be
reconciled, to be healed!
Also, keep this in mind about both Sacraments of Reconciliation and Holy Communion:
there is no limit to how many times you can be reconciled and united with Christ in this
life. You have until your last breath to move forward, closer to God. Don’t ever give up
on yourself or anyone else.
Support #2: prayer. Talk to God! It doesn’t have to be fancy. The luminaries of the
Church offer some beautiful and moving prayers if you are inclined to use them, but a
sincere “Dear God please help me get through today” is as beautiful to God as anything
St. Augustine or St. Theresa put out there, precisely because it comes from your heart.
The hardest thing about prayer is not finding the time for it, but making good use of your
time. Not one of you can tell me that you are simply unable to take 90 seconds to speak to
Jesus while on the toilet or in the shower. Do you eat? Tell God your worries while you
chew! Better yet, thank God for something.
Support #3: spiritual direction. Some priests or religious offer spiritual direction. They
can help you distinguish God’s will from your own, offer suggestions on difficult
situation that help you live morally and build a strong conscience, and will pray for you.
And sometimes it’s just nice to hear another perspective from someone who is literally
wed to Christ.
Not everyone is called to, or comfortable with, the idea of spiritual direction. That’s OK,
because the Church offers a fourth support: her own self—us! The parish community is
by nature meant to support each individual member. Find good people that you can lean
on, ask questions of, and encourage in the shared call to holiness.
OK, I hate to say it, but unless we prioritize what we are about to discuss next, everything
that I just talked about is useless. Earlier I mentioned that Catholic morality has two
goals: developing a well-formed conscience, and one other. A well-formed conscience is
useless—impossible, really—unless you first make choices. One, you choose to form
your conscience at all. Two, you choose to form it correctly, meaning you choose to use
the toolkits of Christ, Scripture, and the Catholic Church. The second goal should be, in
reality, your first: choosing to embrace a moral culture of “yes.”

God created us with free will. The purpose? Having the freedom to choose what is good
(everything that leads to and includes God) without any roadblocks. It means more when
someone chooses you over someone or something else, rather than being forced. God
loves us for who we are, and He wants us to love Him because of whom he is, not
because we have to. Original sin, in addition to fracturing our consciences, warped our
sense of free will. Instead of seeing it as the freedom to go toward the good, it is now
thought to be freedom to do whatever you want, whenever you want, and however you
want, regardless of its moral character. Sin actually created, and continues to create a
“negativity bias” against moral law, making it the culture of “no.” “No” to God, “no” to
your created dignity, “no” to your neighbor’s created dignity and welfare, “no” to the
dignity of the land, “no” to a happiness and sense of peace that keeps you full and
satisfied.
What then is the authentic moral culture of “yes?” What does it look like? The easiest
answers are found in the example of Mary and her Fiat—her “yes” to God.

Mary’s “yes” to becoming the Mother of God is everything that the moral culture of
“yes” is supposed to be. Mary didn’t understand everything that was happing, or the
potential consequences; we don’t need perfect understanding of God or his ways. Mary
was afraid; we all receive the gift of fortitude from the Holy Spirit to do God’s will. Mary
trusted God to know what he was doing, and that He trusted her to be a part of it; our
faith in God should include faith that if we say “yes” to Him, God will be there to see us
through every step of the way.
Digging deeper, we can say that the moral culture of “yes” has three characteristics: it is
universal, affirming, and supportive.
It is universal because it is a “yes” to one God, using His set of criteria—His moral law.
All of us, whether we like it or not, have the same creator and the same created purpose.
Therefore, to use a crude metaphor, we all are herded to one specific opening in the gate,
facing the same direction. I want to be clear, though, that while all of us are required to
give a universal response to a universal moral law, our individual journeys are not
expected to be universal. Continuing the herding metaphor: some of us sprint to the
opening, and some walk at a leisurely pace. Some of us may hobble, and some of us may

need to be carried by others until we can walk on our own. Almost all of us will find that
in our lifetime our pace will change, depending on the circumstances of our lives. The
vital thing is that we keep moving in that singular direction; if we are strong, we help the
hobblers, and if we hobble we humbly accept the support of the strong.
The moral culture of “yes” is also affirming. Specifically, it affirms the value and dignity
of all life. This affirmation strips away ethnicity, class, intelligence, ability, health, status,
popularity, belief—everything—to reveal what remains. And what remains is this: man
was created from good, for good; all of us have good to give; all of us deserve to receive
good; our good is meant to be a gift for others.
Lastly, the moral culture of “yes” is supportive. In case I’ve somehow been subtle about
this, let me be very straightforward: the moral culture of “yes,” Catholic morality in
general, and the basics of our faith is founded on giving our self to others—the gift of
self, as St. John Paul II calls it. This is the Trinitarian mystery and Christian command.
But because this giving, this outward, active lifestyle is so central to our existence it
naturally builds in a structure of support: I give, having faith that God, my guardian
angel, the saints, and the Church on earth give to me in equal or greater measure. Fear is
overcome by faith. Mary gave her Fiat without knowing how she would be supported, but
she never questioned that she would be supported. None of us will bear Christ like she
did, but her “yes” can be ours, and God’s graces will be freely given to us.
As easy as Mary seemingly makes the moral culture of “yes” look, the reality is that this
choice requires hard work, constant prayer, truckloads of grace, and the fortitude to try
again after failing, over and over. We need to develop humility and trust; God and
neighbor must play a greater role in our formation. Habits need to change for the better,
and in this process we will discover the pain of addiction and withdrawal. Toughest of
all, we will find ourselves learning to accept rejection. The world will not stand losing
power over us, and many of the people that we know and love will not understand or
accept us anymore. It will hurt.
We are promised, though, that every time we try to embrace the moral culture of “yes”
we will discover one good for every hurt that comes with our “yes.” At some point, our
“yeses” will yield double the good for every hurt. And then, one day, what used to hurt
won’t anymore. New hurts will come—we are a people of the cross, after all—but we
will find that we can meet them with faith and with hope. When we do this, we are a light
to the world, giving the gift of God Himself.

